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SFA reviews processes after
kueh miscommunication
Food agency says it provided incorrect
information to kueh maker over additive
Wong Shiying

The Singapore Food Agency (SFA)
said yesterday that it had given incorrect information to manufacturer Tiong Bahru Tian Bo Shui

Kueh that a certain limit of sorbic
acid was allowed in kueh products.
Notwithstanding the miscommunication, SFA’s inspection in April
had found high levels of sorbic acid
in two of the manufacturer’s kueh
products that went over the permissible limit.

This led to the suspension order
imposed on the manufacturer on
Tuesday, the agency said.
The suspension was revoked on
Thursday as Tiong Bahru Tian Bo
Shui Kueh, which owns the popular Jian Bo brand of chwee kueh
(steamed rice cakes), was able to
produce test results showing its
current products do not contain
sorbic acid. The additive is used to
preserve food and is safe in small
quantities.

In response to queries, SFA said
it regrets the miscommunication
with Tiong Bahru Tian Bo Shui
Kueh, adding that it will review internal procedures to ensure food
safety requirements are communicated accurately to manufacturers.
The agency said that on April 12, it
told the manufacturer, in response
to the latter’s query, that sorbic acid
is allowed in kueh products up to a
limit of 1,000 parts per million.
“This was incorrect as sorbic

acid is only permitted in kueh filling but not kueh,” said SFA.
The manufacturer was informed
of the correct legal requirements
on April 20.
But on April 19, an inspection
was done at its factory in Admiralty, where samples of chwee
kueh, nine-layer kueh and tapioca
kueh were taken for testing.
SFA said: “Notwithstanding the
miscommunication on the permitted use of sorbic acid in kueh products, we found two products (ninelayer kueh and tapioca kueh) to contain high levels of sorbic acid above
the limit of 1,000 parts per million.
“As these were not in compliance with food safety requirements, and after investigations,
SFA suspended on July 26 the production, distribution and sale of
the affected products from Tiong
Bahru Tian Bo Shui Kueh.”
A day after the suspension order,
the manufacturer showed SFA test

results from a third party accredited lab, which showed its products to be free of sorbic acid.
“Based on the results given, SFA
lifted the suspension of Tiong
Bahru Tian Bo Shui Kueh as adequate measures have since been
put in place,” the agency said.
Jian Bo’s owner, Mr Eric Ang, told
The Straits Times yesterday that
the company had stopped using sorbic acid immediately after it was informed of the right requirements.
“We also threw away all the products that contained the substance,”
he said. Though the suspension
lasted for only about a day, Mr Ang
said the damage to the brand’s reputation is significant.
“But I appreciate SFA coming
out to clarify this matter. We will
continue working with them and
hope we can all move on from
this,” he said.
sywong@sph.com.sg

(From left) Recipients Pothakamuri Tulsi Kiran, Michael Eugene Ng Zeming, Elizabeth
Chen Jing Wen, David Ethan Ng Zewei, G. Solai Valli and Florian Kuhan Ableitner at
the Defence Scholarship Awards ceremony yesterday. PHOTO: MINDEF

Former NCC cadet among six
recipients of SAF Scholarship
Deepanraj Ganesan

(From left) Mr Eliam Eng, Mr Kenny Eng and Mr Andy Eng in their garden at the Singapore Garden Festival. Eliam and Andy were the designers and Kenny was the
implementing partner. It won the Gold Award, Best of Show and Best Construction awards in the festival’s Show Garden competition. ST PHOTO: ONG WEE JIN

Uncle-nephew duo win big at S’pore Garden Festival
Yong Li Xuan

A garden designed by an unclenephew duo that reimagines an
Orchard Road where buildings are
connected by bridges filled with
greenery won big at this year’s Singapore Garden Festival.
To symbolise the bridges, local
landscape designer Eliam Eng and
his nephew Andy Eng created a
spiral structure taller than 4m
made of metal, fibreglass and rattan that sits in the middle of the 64
sq m garden, with fruit trees such
as the strawberry guava, as well as
nutmeg light installations.
Titled The Orchard Bridge, the
garden and five other show gardens are now on display at the bi-

ennial festival, which is being held
at Ngee Ann City, Ion Orchard and
the Singapore Botanic Gardens.
At a ceremony held at Ion Orchard yesterday, Mr Eliam Eng, 69,
and Mr Andy Eng, 46, won the
Gold Award, Best of Show and Best
Construction awards in the festival’s Show Garden competition.
The younger Mr Eng, who is passionate about landscaping, said: “I
hope the public will appreciate
landscaping and young people
will start to join our trade.”
National Development Minister Desmond Lee also gave out
awards for the festival’s Community Garden Edibles competition,
where unique edibles such as a silver skin onion and a polar bear
pumpkin – white, as its name suggests – were brought in by gar-

dening enthusiasts.
Winning fruit and vegetables
can be viewed at the Cavern of Edibles outside Ion Orchard.
Deputy Prime Minister Heng
Swee Keat, who was guest of honour, said he is confident the festival will galvanise a growing interest in community gardening.
He said: “In my ward in East
Coast, and in other constituencies around Singapore, community gardens are blossoming and
flourishing.”
Mr Heng added that beyond the
festival, the Government plans to
transform Orchard Road into a
lush green urban corridor.
Part of this year’s festival is held
in Orchard Road in support of ongoing efforts to rejuvenate the
shopping street with new retail ex-

Programme to equip caregivers with
skills to manage recovery process

periences and more greenery.
Organised by the National Parks
Board, the festival features 28 displays by local and international
professional designers and community gardeners.
Australian designer Christian
Jenkins, 49, also received a Gold
Award for his show garden titled
Inner Growth Garden, which focuses on mental wellness and features rare plants such as a
60-year-old fan palm.
He said that as people become
busier with work, gardens can
help them recharge.
“I’d like visitors to feel a nice connection inside their hearts, a
sense of calmness and happiness,” he added.
yonglx@sph.com.sg

As a member of the National Cadet
Corps at Raffles Institution, Ms
Elizabeth Chen Jing Wen enjoyed
activities such as foot drills, learning field signals and military operations in urban areas.
Her experience in the youth uniformed group gave the 19-year-old
confidence to sign on and set a target of playing a part in the country’s defence with the Singapore
Armed Forces (SAF).
Yesterday, Military Expert 4
(Trainee) Chen became the first recipient of the prestigious SAF
Scholarship from a C4I (command,
control, communications, computers and intelligence) background.
She was one of six recipients of
the scholarship at this year’s Defence Scholarship Awards ceremony held at the Istana.
The C4I community was inaugurated in 2012 to enhance the resilience of the SAF’s networks and
systems. Previous scholarship recipients have been from the army,
navy or air force.
ME4T Chen, who will be heading
to the University of Oxford to
study law (jurisprudence), said she
always wanted to pursue a career
in the public sector.
“I wanted to give back to the community and I don’t think there’s anything more meaningful than safeguarding our country’s defences,”
she told reporters at the Istana.
A new branch of the military
called the Digital and Intelligence
Service – to be set up by the year
end – will bring together cyber and

C4I units under one service.
Formerly called the SAF Overseas Scholarship, the SAF Scholarship has been awarded to 358 people to date, including Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong.
Yesterday, 93 awards were
handed out, including 19 SAF Merit
Scholarships and six SAF Engineering Scholarships.
The recipients came from 22 junior colleges and polytechnics –
the highest number of institutions
to date.
Speaking at the ceremony,
Defence Minister Ng Eng Hen said
the scholarship recipients share
the same responsibility of protecting the sovereignty and security of
Singapore.
Images of war from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine show that “prolonged peace, stability and
progress are not a given”, he noted.
More contestation is expected in
Europe and the US-China rivalry
will sharpen in Asia, said Dr Ng.
“With goodwill and cooperation
on the decline, existing transnational challenges such as climate
change, terrorism and supply disruptions of essential goods are unlikely to get the attention they
need,” he added.
Defence scholars will need to pursue diverse fields to train their
minds and aptitude, he said.
This is needed not only to make
sure the SAF’s military platforms
see farther and shoot faster and
more precise, but also to deal with
cyber threats and misinformation
campaigns that can sow disunity,
added Dr Ng.
gdeepan@sph.com.sg

with skills and knowledge to manage the recovery process.
The content was developed by
CAL with the help of physicians,
psychologists and specialist nurses
from KKH’s eating disorder team.
Through case studies, films and
role plays, participants gain awareness about the different conditions.
The sessions also include interactive
discussions and insights from persons-in-recovery and caregivers.
Parents are also encouraged to
create a messaging group with
other participants whom they can
tap for support in the future.
CAL conducted its first run of the

programme last year, with 15 caregivers graduating from the threemonth programme in June. In total, 70 caregivers have been
trained in three runs so far.
Counsellor Nandita Nalawala,
who is programme and outreach
manager at CAL, said children with
eating disorders can present both
physical symptoms like extreme fatigue, constipation or blood pressure issues as well as changes in behaviour, such as avoiding meal
times with the family.
She noted that treatments for
those with eating disorders have to
take a holistic approach, combin-

ing medication, psychotherapy
and the support of caregivers and
family members.
The initiative by CAL gives parents a safe space to validate some
of their challenges and share their
experiences with others, she
added.
“Over time, the participants
build a fraternity and recognise
that they are not isolated. By hearing someone else’s story which
had a good ending, they also develop a sense of optimism about
their own situation,” she noted.

Nurses describe their struggles, challenges in new book

nurses take care of their mental
well-being.
The 100-page book is available
in digital format on AH’s website.
Hard copies will be distributed to
nursing students and places including hospitals and libraries.
The book comes ahead of Singapore Nurses’ Day on Aug 1.
Ms Myint Myint Than, 53, who
has been working here as a nurse
since 2001, said it has not been
easy as she has to deal with death
on a regular basis in palliative care.
But she has been able to maintain a positive spirit with support
from her colleagues and her family. Her husband, who is from
Myanmar, works here and they
have one daughter, 29, who lives
with them.

“I have learnt to think positively
while missing them and remember them by the happy memories I
have with them,” she said.
Ms Mya Thandar, 32, another
nurse at AH who is also from Myanmar, also struggled during the pandemic. When she learnt that her
parents in Myanmar had tested
positive for Covid-19 last year, all
she could do was send health supplements and flu medicine to them
as travel curbs were in place.
AH nurses wrote and edited the
book, while the photos in it were
taken by head of allied health
Melvin Poon. Efforts to get Missy
Reflections II out were led by AH
chief nurse Margaret Lee.
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parents were able to spend more
time at home to take care of them,”
she added.
Eating
disorders
include
anorexia nervosa, which is characterised by an abnormally low body
weight and an intense fear of gain-

Missy
Reflections II
co-writers Myint
Myint Than and
Mya Thandar are
among the 50
nurses featured
in Alexandra
Hospital’s book.
PHOTO:
ALEXANDRA
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ing weight, and bulimia nervosa
which involves binge eating, followed by purging.
Dr Davis said individuals with eating disorders have a distorted perception of their own weight and an
extreme obsession with food and
eating habits. They may become
moody and irritable, secretive or

ritualistic with food, and withdraw
and isolate themselves from their
families or social situations.
To help parents care for children
with eating disorders, KKH has
collaborated with non-profit
organisation Caregivers Alliance
Limited (CAL) on a new programme which equips participants

Fatimah Mujibah

For palliative care nurse Myint
Myint Than, her job is a daily reminder of two important people in
her life.
She was in oncology, but decided to switch to palliative care to
pick up the skills to help care for
her ageing mother and mother-inlaw.
But it was not to be, as both the elders died in Myanmar two weeks

apart in July last year due to
Covid-19.
Ms Myint Myint Than is one of
50 nurses featured in Alexandra
Hospital’s (AH) book, titled Missy
Reflections II, which was launched
on Wednesday. Missy is a colloquial term for nurse.
The first book launched last year
highlighted the milestones in the
careers of the hospital’s nurses.
The new book tackles the struggles faced by male nurses, the challenges foreign nurses experience
while away from home and how

mmala@sph.com.sg

fatimah@sph.com.sg

